
 

Loss of sales is a thing of the past with Do-It Reinforcer
Hang Tabs

Have you ever lost a sale due to torn headers or broken hang holes because your customers refuse to buy broken
packaging? If you answered yes to this question, Pyrotec PackMedia can offer you the perfect solution.

We offer the Reinforcer Hang Tab as part of our Do-It® Hang Tab merchandising solutions. The reinforcer hang tab is a
clear adhesive tab that can be used to repair broken headers of your packaging. If your package is broken, simply apply
the reinforcer to the top of the hang hole area and you will be able to hang your product up again.

Reinforcers need not only be used when repairing packaging, it can be applied before or after the blister card, folding
carton or packet has been filled so that your product can hang for longer.

The benefits of the Reinforcer Hang Tab include:

Reduce your damaged packaging and save costs with Pyrotec PackMedia. Contact us today (021 787 9600/
az.oc.cetoryp@ti-od ) to get in touch with one of our sales consultants who are ready to assist with your merchandising

needs.
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Eliminating torn header cards
Improving existing packaging durability
Reducing the loss of sales due to damaged or broken packaging
Allowing manufacturers to use lighter packaging materials to support
heavier products
The clear tab won't interfere with your package's message
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Pyrotec

Pyrotec is a proudly South African company with its focus aimed firmly on the future. Its five brands -
Pyrotec PackMark, Pyrotec PackMedia, Pyrotec PackLink, Pyrotec PackWorx and Pyrotec Finance - make
this an industry-leading company that specialises in a comprehensive range of coding and labelling
equipment, on-pack informational and promotional devices, merchandising solutions, development and
manufacturing of automated systems for the packaging and manufacturing industry and making finance
options available to customers. Pyrotec's software offering ensures product integrity, optimises coding
activities, and helps secure centralised data management systems and label tracking systems.
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